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Abstract;

We construct a model for hadronization of the quark-gluon

plasma, baaed on the relativistic coalescence model. We relate

the coalescence amplitude to the one-particle Wigner function

for quarks in the plasma. The relation between the Wigner function

and the nucleon structure function is pointed out. We derive

explicit expressions for the production of mesons and baryons in

the framework of the relativistic harmonic oscillator model of

hadronic structure.

1. Introduction

Under conditions of high temperature or high baryon density

hadronic matter passes through a phase transition to a chirally

unbroken phase composed of quarksr antiquarks and gluons that

does not exhibit colour confinement. According to current

expectations the required conditions will be reached in ultra-

relativistic collisions of sufficiently heavy nuclei above a

rather uncertain energy threshold, estimates ranging from 10 GeV

per nucleon to almost 100 TeV per nucleon in the target rest

frame. Experiments covering the lower part of this range

will be performed in the near future.

Over the past years, a number of signals have been suggested

that may allow for experimental confirmation of the predictc-d

phase transition from hadronic matter to the quark-gluon plasma

(see ref, 6 for an overview). However, in all cases a consider-

able background arising from reactions in the hadronic matter

phase is expected. It thus becomes a matter of quantitative

analysis to deduce the tempoia.-y existence of quark-gluon plasma

from experimonta1 data, and tho need for detailed models describ-

ing the time-evolution of the nuclear collision process is

apparent. While considerable effort has been spent at descrip-
7 — 91tions of the separate evolution of the quark-gluon phase ' and

the hadronic phase,101 little j-rogress has been made in under-

standing the processes occurring during the transition between

the phases except for simple kinematical or statistical

considerations.

our aim here is to make a step towards closing this gap by

applying the relativistic coalescence
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model to describe the transition from the deconfined quark phase

to the hadronic matter phase. The coalescence model is based

on the assumption that final state interactions among the

composite particles emerging from a given ensemble of their

constituents are weak as compared with the interaction responsi-

ble for their formation. In the original application of this

model to describe the formation of composite nuclei from a gas of

nucleons this condition is satisfied when the density of

particles has become sufficiently low.

In our case, i.e.

hadronization of the quark-gluon plasma, the argument must be

different. Here, the long-range confining force of quantum

chromodynamics acts between the constituents of a single hadron

and is responsible for its formation, but it does not contribute

to the interaction of different hadrons as each hadron is a

colour singlet bound state. Hence it is reasonable to expect

that the interaction among particles in the final hadronic phase

is much weaker than the interaction causing the binding of quarks

and antiquarks to hadrons, so that the coalescence model may

provide a successful description of the phase transition.

Our paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we formu-

late the relafeivistio coalescence model in terms of the wigner

function of the quark-gluon plasma and hadronic wavefunctions.

Chapter 3 contains a discussion of the relation between the

Wigner function and the structure functions measured in

deep-inelastic scattering.

In chapter 4 we introduce the

relativistic harmonic oscillator as simple model for hadronic

wavefunctions and, as an exercise, calculate the quark structure

function of the nucleon in this model. Finally, in chapter 5, we

obtain the baryon and meson spectra by applying the formulas

derived in chapter 2 to an ensemble of non-interacting quarks and

antiquarks at thermal equilibrium. The paper ends with a

discussion of our results and a brief comparison with experi-

mental data. Details of various analytical calculations are

contained in the appendices.

2. The relativistic coalescence model

The coalescence model assumes that the probability of

emission of a composite particle from an ensemble of its

constituents can be described by the probability to find its

wavefunction in the many-body wavefunction (or ensemble of such

functions) of the many-particle system. In the case of the quark-

gluon plasma, the many-particle system is an ensemble of quarks,

antiquarks and gluons, and the emitted particles are either

mesons, i.e. bound states of a quark and an antiquark, or
or antibaryons.1

baryons, i.e. bound states of three quarks, y'tn order to reduce

the following consideration to essentials, we shall omit

spin, flavor and colour indices, and consider quarks and

antiquarks to be spinless particles without internal structure.

Under the provision that the many-particle system does not

exhibit special structure concerning the suppressed degrees of



freedom (such as clustering of colour-singlet pairs or triplets),

they may be simply taken into account by quantum number counting.

2.1. Meson formation

Let us first consider the emission of a quark-antiquark

bound state, i.e. a meaon. We shall denote the coordinate of the

quark by xT and that o£ the antiquark by x£. Further assuming

that quark and antiquark have equa.\ mass m, we introduce a

centre-of-roomentnm (cm.) coordinate R** and a relative coordinate

r'1 through

(2.1)

the relative time coordinate means that the two constituents neec.

not be created at precisely the same time in order that a meson can be

formed. They must, however, be created within a short interval

of time because, due to colour confinement, a single quark or

antiquark cannot exist for an unlimited period. (This is

different in nonrelativistic physics where no such limitation

exists.) The normalization of yp{r) constitutes another

difficulty, jVr / r ^ r ) / 2 ~ 1 and J d3r/^>(r°=0 ,r) / 2 « 1 being

two standard choices. ' ' For our purposes, however, it is

more useful to identify the internal spatial distribution

amplitude with the component of the internal wavefunction

belonging to vanishing relative energy:

The total four** moment urn of the meson is denoted by P̂ *, and we

assume the meson to be formed on mass shell/ i.e. F = H , with M

being the meson mass. The total relativistic wavefunction of the

quark-antiquark bound state can be factorized into c m . and

relative wavefunction

film /
e->o -»

it. Iwr)
dr »Jr",r) (2.3)

(2.4)

£ <x ,x ) -= v~ 1 / 2 e"iP'R f <r)

where V is the quantization volume for c m . motion, and the

internal wavefunction may depend on the tot̂ -I momentum P.

12.2)

As (2.2) involves two different times x? and x° for the two

constituent particles, the question arises as to the meaning ot

the relative time coordinate r = x,-*, • W e n e r e take the point

of view that a finite extension of the internal wavefunction in

is the four-velocity of c m . motion, and we have exploited the

fact that yp(r) is only a function of the Lorentz scalars r and

(u*r). The normalization condition

/d'r|/dr p=o
(2.5)

we may easily be cast into manifestly Lorentz invariant form, has

the correct nonrelativistic limit, since this limit corresponds



to vanishing re la t ive energy in the r e l a t i v i s t i c wavefunction.

An annihilat ion operator for the composite meson s t a t e {2.1) may

now be defined as

Ap = 12.6)

where y^) denote the positive and negative frequency part of the

quark field operator, respectively. y (Xj) annihilates an

destructs aantiquark at space-time point x~, while Y' (

quark at x.. Ap still depends on the c m . time coordinate R ,

but only through an irrelevant phase factor. In view of the

normalization condition (2.5), A is a dimensionless operator,

which approximately satisfies the correct commutation relations.

If the ensemble of quarks and gluons, from which the meson is

/d'Rd'R'd'r
•'."•"W

where the coordinates are related according to eq. (2.1). We

emphasize that the time-like components of the c m . coordinates

are to be taken equal: R = R ,

For purposes of modelling it is useful to express the two-

particle density matrix by the corresponding two-particle Wigner

function

qq<*i.x,JP,.pa> -/d'u.d'u,

or inversely

(2.10)

operator e in case of thermal equilibrium), the probability to

form a meson of momentum P^ is given by the ensemble average

{2.?;

From here on, ^**iV implies taking the average over the ensemble.

Introducing the two-particle density matrix

fd'n, d'p, iP.lx.-x.'l+ip.tx.-X,')

"J (2i)' <2tr e £qq

(2.11)

In the classical limit, f - (x. ̂ ^ip-, iP2) describes the probabili-

ty to find a quark-antiquark pair in the quark-gluon plasma at

the positions x. and x_ and with momenta p, and Pj' respectively.

For a system of independent particles, e.g. in the Hartree-Fock

approximation, the Wigner function factorizes

f
q q < « i , x i : p i , . p , ) = f q ( x i , p i ) f q ( x i , p , ) , (2.11)

the meson formation probability can be cast into the form and in the limit of noninteracting particles the factors become



fq(x,p) = 2«S(p -e(p)) n(p) ,

£-(x,p) = 2«6(p -e(p|) n(pl ,

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

$ p ( k J = J V r elk'rvp(r) .

The off-mass shell total four-momentum P is defined as

(2.16)

?̂ = (P0,?) (2.17)

(2.13)

and n(p"), ii(p) are the occupation numbers of quarks and

antiquaries, respectively, for the single-particle state with

three-momentum p. In thermal equilibrium we have

n(p) = fe 7-1 (2.14a)

(2.14b)

where T is the temperature and u. the quark chemical potential (̂

of the chemical potential for baryon number, yU_) .

Inserting eq. (2.11) into (2.9) one obtains (see appendix A

for details of the derivation):

«f 1 Jd- V /If!
(2.15)

where if is the internal wavefunction of the meson is momentum

space defined as

with the physical three-momentum P, whereas the time-like

component P is integrated over. If the Wigner function is

independent of the coordinates R and r, the spatial integrals may

be performed yielding

Assuming factorization of the two-particle Wigner function and

neglecting quark-antiquark interactions in the guark-gluon plasma

phase, eqs. (2.11, 12) permit to carry out the time-like integra-

tions. The final result in this case is

with the abbreviation

(2.20)

Except for the non-vanishing relative energy ^(e -( I and

relativistic kinematics, eq. (2.19) is identical with the formula

obtained in the non-relativistic coalescence model.
14) The
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factors n{e ) and n(e~) denote the probability to find a quark as

antiquark of given momentum in the plasma phase, and the factor

(iff describes the probability for forming a meson bound state

from them.

in analogy to eq. (2.5) for meson relative wavefunction. The

baryon annihilation operator is defined as

Jd'R d*r d*s (2.24)

2.2. Baryon formation

We next turn to the slightly more complicated case of the

formation of baryons and antibaryons, i.e. bound states of three

quarks and antiquarks, respectively. The three-body wavefunction

can lie factorized by introduction of Jacobian coordinates

and the antibaryon creation operator B + is obtained by replacing

the positive frequency operators y (x.J by those for negative

* ( )
frequency, Ifs (x^ . The probability for baryon formation

Tr(B+ rQGP' (2.25)

r > x2 - Xj

1,

(2.21a)

(2.21b)

(2.21c)

where the factors are chosen to render the Jacobian for coordi-

nate transformation equal to one. The total wavefunction is then

H£ («,,*>., *.J • V ' H
e ' '

f ' l 5 ^ K S ) ,2.22)

with normalization

Idir oPs / (dr'oti0 Ik, IT'? <<>.?) I* = A (2.23)

leads one to consider the three-particle density matrix

p (x1; Xj'). Again, it is useful to replace p by the

three-particle Wigner function fqqq'
xj'P£l < which is defined as

in eq. (2.10).

Assuming spatial homogeneity of the Wigner function, the

expression obtained by inserting (2.24) into eq. (2.25) can be

greatly simplifiedi and one obtains

(2.26)

Here P is defined as in eq. (2.17), and f is the Fourier

transform of the internal baryon wavefunction. Eq. (2.26) is

quite analogous to the expression (2.18) obtained for the meson

formatio probability. The antibaryon probability is obtained by

simply replacing f with th» three-antiquark wigner function

f . Again, time-like integrations collapse if the on-shell

- I I - - 1 2 -



distributions (2.12) and factorization of the Wigner function are

assumed. The result obtained in this case is

) n (c,) n U,) (2.27)

where e. =-e(p.) according to eq. (2.13) with

3. Relation between Wigners function and structure function

We now want to discuss the relation between the quark

structure functions that are measured in deep-inelastic lepton-

hadron scattering and the Wigner function describing the space-

and momentum distribution of quarks inside a hadron. Our

notation follows closely that of Jaffe. ' The full nucleon

pl " 1 p - 5 12.28a)

-+ 1 »• 1 »

P2 = i P - i q (2.28b)

(2.28c)

(2.29)

A similar formula holds for W ^ q wich n(£.) replaced by n (t .) ,

Again, eq. (2.27) is a direct generalization of the non-relati-

vistic coalescence formula for three-body bound states.

Further evaluation of the expressions (2.IS) and (2.27)

requires the knowledge of the internal wavefunction of a meson as

a baryon. Before we discuss a possible approximate, choice for

these internal wavefuctions, however, it is useful to consider

first the meaning of the Wigner function in hadronic physics in

more detail. In the next section we shall derive the relation

between the Wigner function and the quark structure functions

measured in deep-inelastic scattering.

M ), q the four-momentum transfers and V= -P q, and i,j

describe the isospin quantum numbers of the initial and final

hadronic state. In the Bjcrken limit

(q°,0,0,q°+xM) (3.2)

the structure functions W, and w_ become functions of the scaling

variable x = q /2v only:

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

In the (initial) nucleon rest-frame one obtains the following

equation for \ix^ (see ref. 17)

- 1 4 -



M ? t i q ° t - i q - ( x - x ' > , - 1 - •-;_ i . n i |

^ J d t J d ' x d ' x ' e < N | [ j J ( x , t ) , j 3 ( x ' ,o)j|N> IJt '

is the initial nucleon state and

(3.5)

is the quark flavour current operator (the /^-matrices denote the

flavour-SU(3) algebra!), with help of the two-time anticommuta-

tion relation

(x,t),?(x' ,o)J+ - s(x,t;x' ,o) , (3.6)

where S(x,x') is the homogeneous quark propagator, the current-

current commutator can be rewritten in the form

[ jj(x,t) ,jj(x' ,o)] = »(x, t )T|1»
1s(x, t;x' . o H ^ ^ l x ' ,o) -

x' ,o;x, t ! x.t)
(3>7)

If we now substitute eq. (3.7) into eq. (3.4) and average over

spin orientations, we obtain

-PN(x',o;x,t) ^rs(,"-,vS(x',c.:x,t))^^j

where the subscripts 'F' and 'S' indicate trace over flavour or

spin degrees of freedom, respectively. In eq. (3.8) we have

introduced the spinorial trace of the one-body quark density

matrix in the nucleon:

(3.9)

The factor 1/4 compensates for the effect of taking the spin

trace twice in eq. (3.8). Considerable simplification is

achieved if we introduce the quark Wigner function of the nucleon

through

(3.10)

It must be remembered that o N , and consequently fj, , are still

flavour matrices because no flavour trace was taken in eq. (3.9).

If, in addition, we follow Jaffe17' and replace the exact quark

propagator s in the proton by the free quark propagator SQ (this

is a serious approximation!), i.e.

- H i -



d'k elk )6(k J)eik(x-x') 13.11)

(3.15)

we obtain

• fNl».-pU
]»l Tra(1"\K-,(|)c(-k°)6(k

>)] . (3.12)

Here we introduced the abbreviation

-|t, jlx+x'lj (3.13)

Converting the spatial integrations into integrals over X and

(x-x')» and taking into account that the nucleon is a stable

particle, i.e. f., does not dopend on t, the spin-averaged

structure furiction becomes:

the nuinber of quarks in the nucleon, i.e.

*W> 3.

If the momentum distribution of all (valence) quarks is the same,

we can introduce a momentum distribution which is normalized to

one according to

V p l = 1 TrFFH(p) .

For the diagonal elements in the Lorentz indices p. and

(3,14) becomes (no sum over A!)

(3.17)

(3.18)

All diagonal elements W ^ are equal. Comparing with eq. (3.1) in

the Bjorken limit, one finds!

FN(p) here is the space-integrated momentum distribution of

quarks in the nurleon:

(3.19a)

(3.19b)

- IS -



so that eq- (3.18) quite generally leads to the relation with the constraining condition

(x) 2xF,J(x) . (3.20) P-(pr - i P-(PS - = 0 (4.2)

Considt ing only valence quarks, the structure function invp- which guarantees positive energy and normalizability of the

scattering is obtained as matrix element FJ[+ , where X*= (X1 ±i*2) /fT, internal wavefunction. The Jacobian coordinates R, r and s are

and that for Vp-scattering is found from F,". Neglect-

ing sea-quark contributions to the Wigners function fN, we thus

have

Bj
(2FN(-k-q)-FN(k+q))

(3.21)

We shall next evaluate these expression in the relativistic

harmonic oscillator model of the nucleon.

defined in eqs. (2,21). The relativist-,ic harmonic oscillator

model has a mass-squared spectrum that rises linearly with

angular momentum, and it has been applied with some success

towards a description of electromagnetic form factors of the

nucleon.

The ground state wavefunction is

(4.3)

where u_F is the spin-flavour wavefunction of the nucleon, and

the internal wavefunction is given by

4. Relativistic harmonic oscillator model of hadrons

4.1. Nucleon wavefunction

In the relativistic harmonic oscillator model of Fujimura,

Kobayashi and Namiki '20* the nucleon is considered to be a

bound state solution of the three-quark wave equation

[P2 + p2 + |p2 + a
2< r

2 + is2) + m2j%<R,r,s) « 0 (4.1)

where H is the nucleon mass and, adopting the normalization

condition (2.23) ,

N = 16 (ifni) * . (4.5)

In the nucleon rest-frame, the wavefunction is

- 2 0 -



(4.6)

i.e. it is localized and falling off like a Gaussian in all four

space-time directions. Note, incidentally, that (4.6) can also

be written in the form

Jd'

= N exp{-t ̂ kK-
whore the summation in the exponent runs over all three quark

pairs. Eq. (4.7) clearly oxhibits the symmetry of tho internal

spatial wavefunction. The single free parameter of the wavefunc-

tion (4.4), a, is determined from a fit to tho proton charge

radius. The charge radiud-squarod operator for the proton is:

where Q^ ore the electric chargcb of tho quarks. Taking tho

expectation value according to the proscription (2.23)i

Tho oxporimo'ital voluo °.el £ m yields

0.76 tm~' = (172 MoVl' .

,4.9)

(4.10)

Tho wavefunction (4.4) is easily transformed to momentum apace,

as all integrals arc Gaussiani

t d*s

(^f"lfii(»^')-^ip.k|1*}i(^] .C4.ni

The internal momenta k and q are related to the momenta p, of the

quarks in the laboratory frame through eqs. (2.28). Wo now

proceed to calculate the momentum distribution of quarks in tho

nucloon as determined by tho spatial integral over the one-body

Wignor function defined in cq. (3.15)t Investing oq. (3.10) for

the Wigner function, wo hovo the relation

FH(p) « Jd'X}d*v o M p i V Tra 4

Wo oholl tako into account only tho contribution of valence

quarks in oq. (4.12) and neglect quark-sea contribution (which

ore known to be moot important at small momenta). This eorre-

oponda to taking the normal-ordcrod product tho quark operators

in (4.12). Wo further noto tba*., duo to tho complete oymmotry of

tho spatial wavefunction (4,7), all valoneo quarks contribute

with tho oamo momentum dint*ibution. it in. thoroforo, ouffi-

ciont to consider tho contribution of « oinglo quark, nay, quark

uumbcr 3. According to the definition of internal coordinates in

eq. 42.21) , thin corroopondo to tho ohift R -* R + Jv, o ~*B + |v

in the adjoint wavofunction, and R-# 51 + iv, o —*a - ^V in tho

wavefunction itself. The mimontuni diBtribution thus becomes



i ,• - i p - v + - » P - v „ . ,

F N(p) = 3-Jd'R d'r d's d'v e * p( r , s*-jv ) *p ( r , s-^v ) (4 .13)

where b is J matrix and b a vector, we find

PN<P. . 3(li)%xp[^{(2p-p)
1-iT(p.(

where we now have assumed the normalization

since in our case B = B(det B ) ~ and det B = (a/3) . In the

fd'r d^sl* (r,s)|J = 1 , (4.14) proton rest frame, this reduces to

corresponding to the choice N « |s£ instead of eq. (4.5) . F N( p ) =
 3(f^) 'exp [~ j ^ ( pJ+ ( "-p°) *)]. (4.19)

Substituting the wavefunction (4.4) gives

As it should do, this expression satisfies the sum rule

Fn<p) = 3
fd*r d*sU p(r,s)|

a Jd^v e* 3 ? exp [ f (v» -|y( P • v ) >} ] . m

f r M . u, ^ N1P)~ J > ( 4 > 2 0 )

= 3jd v exp [- Byvv v +ibgv J (4.15)

indicating that the nucleon wavefunction was properly normalized,

with the Lorentz tensor The momentum distribution (3.17) normalized to a single quark is

and the four-vector because F N itself is independent of isospin.

bu c T p "P - (4.16b) 4.2. Nucloon Structure function

Having obtained the momentum distribution of valence quarks

With help of the general formula for Gaussian integration in in the nucloon, we can now evaluate eqs. (3.21) for the deep-

n-dimensional space inelastic structure functions in the framework of the relativis-

tic harmonic oscillator model. Substituting (4.21) into eq.

Jd'v exp(-vBv-vibv) = (det («B~' ) )] / 2exp ( --JbB~lb) (4.17) (3.21) and taking the Bjc-ken limit (3.2), we obtain:



F^F'lx) = I -21 , F.l'f' (x) = 21 -I (4.22) /*- JL H «fq°-£ r <) v « O + x M ̂  (4.27)

with le ~ i ) : In the limit q0-*. .*> only the first term in eq. (4.26) survives,

I = £im H \-r-~—j-c- [ ̂  6(k ±|k|)J FN (c(k+q)J =
q ""̂  ^ * ,

i 3 \' I [ 3 ( i . . (4.23) X+ '*) ' T 6 J (4.28)

q -~ ± a i , ,

+ (c^+|k|-q°)')] where

Introducing spherical coordinates
>l = M (p^j l ~ 3.39. , (4.29)

k. = k sin 0 cos v

kj = k sin e sin » (4.24) With help of eq. (4.22) we easily establish the following sum

, rules:

the angular integrations can easily be carried out, leaving Jdx(F, ( x l - F , (x))=Jdx(l +(x)+l_(x))=

>) ] • l"-3Oa|

- c o , . , ( | | l q ° - ^ ) ) - s i n n ( H l q O * » " ' ) . (4-25) o^ *** ( " '' "^ ' "' *' '' ̂  ''" '' "' I "^ ' " ' " ' "' + ' "'' " ' •<*•*>*»

A short calculation gives For the physical nucleon, the kinematic range of x is limited to

the interval from 0 to 1. The sum rule (4.30a) must then hold

r* ~ o k J — 2 ^ — cosh (Bk) s i n h ( ^ ) = exactly, but eq. (4.30b) should give a result less than one,

because the (valence) quarks carry only a fraction of the total

k VF[< -(B--,)2-/^.. ^ ^ a,_-(B + -,)
i/4c

+ (T-B)e I , (4.26) proton momentum. The experimental value of the left-hand side of

eq. (4.30bl is slightly less than 1/2 (see tef. 21). The result

whern in our case, eq. (4.25), the parameters are (4.30), however, agrees with that obtained by Jafle for the



structure functions evaluated in the context of the MIT-bag

model, making use of the same approximations as here.

A comparison of the structure function ( F ^ -F(v>p) ) with the

experimental data and with Jaffe's result shows a strong shift to

higher values of x for both theoretical models, but negligible

violation of the kinematical bound x £ 1 (see Fig. 1). The shift

to larger x and the gross discrepancy at x-*• 0 are certainly

caused by the neglect of sea-quark contributions.

4.3. Meson wavefunctions

For mesons, the quark-antiquark wave equation similar to eq.

(4.1) is

+ P* + a2r2 + m*J£p(R,r) - 0

with the single constraint

P-(pr -

(4.31)

(4.32)

The coordinates R and r are defined in (2.1). The ground state

wavefunction is found as

Adopting the normalization condition (2.5), the normalization

constant becomes

XT \TTI (4.35)

To fix the scale parameter a, we fit the charged meson (pion)

charge radius {Rj^y* • The relevant oper tor is

R>'t*
 = ZLC^(^--fc)* = £ r * (4.36)

for the positive pion. The expectation value is (cf. eq. (4.9)):

The comparison with the experimental value, ' ̂ ^'^l^ a 0.44 fm ,•

gives

= 0.85 fm"2 « (102 MeV) 2 ,

which is very close to the result (4.10) obtained for the

parameter a in the nucleon wavefunction.

(4.38)

where f̂gp is the spin-flavour part of the wavefunction and

(4-^3) we finally consider the transformation of the meson

wavefunction (4,3) into momentum space. The Gaussian integrals

are easily evaluated, yielding

= JdV '-^IP.K)')] 14.39)

-2K-



5. Conclusion

We have formulated a r e l a t i v i s t i c coalescence mode], describing the formation

of mesons and baryons out of a quark-gluon plasma. This formulation is

based on the notation of Wigner functions. Using these functions the production

probabi l i t ies can be expressed as simple convolution integrals. For pract ical

calculations one has to choose some model for the quark wave functions of

the hadrons of Interest from these one can then derive the corresponding Wigner

functions. Another poss ib i l i t y to make di rect ly an ansatz for the Wigner

functions. In both cases the qual i ty of the ansatz made can be tested by

calculating the structure functions which can be compared with the results

of the deep-inelastic scattering experiments.

Besides the numerical exploitat ion of the model derived, one can also

think of possible improvements of the scheme presented. A promissing possib i l i ty

is to include the effect of the changing temperature of the quark-gluon plasma.

This should be possible by deriving corresponding rate-equations for the

Wigner f u n c t i o n s , which due to the fact that QCD is a dimensionless theory

look very similar to the A l ta re l ; i -Par i s i equations.

As the general framework presented is general enough that such effects

can be included, we hope that i t w i l l allow a suf f ic ien t ly complete description

of the rather complex process of hadron-formatton.
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Figure Caption

Difference of" structure runotlons FiP-F?p measured In (antl-)

neutrino-proton scattering. Solid line: experimental data

rrom Allasia et al. (ref. 21); dotted line; MIT-bag model (ref.

17); dashed line: relatlvlstic harmonic oscillator (SHO. this

work). The rise of the experimental curve at small x is probably

due to sea quark contribution.
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